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ABSTRACT

Composition of software applications from component parts in response to high-level goals is a long-standing and highly challenging goal. We target the problem of composition in flow-based information processing systems and demonstrate how application composition and component development can be facilitated by the use of semantically described application metadata. The semantic metadata describe both the data flowing through each application and the processing performed in the associated application code. In this paper, we explore some of the key features of the semantic model, including the matching of outputs to input requirements, and the transformation and the propagation of semantic properties by components.
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Information analysts and decision-makers in many application domains face a daunting task. In order to quickly arrive at and continually update the business intelligence that informs their advice or decisions, they must collect data from many diverse sources, adapt and integrate that data and apply a variety of analytic models. For such users, the need for timely acquisition and analysis is not adequately addressed by either fixed, monolithic applications nor by queries against fixed-schema data stores. As new sources are discovered and new or evolving analyses are needed, new application requirements trigger new development cycles,
resulting in delayed decisions and requiring analysts to resort to manual acquisition and analysis in the interim.

Such circumstances have given rise to an important area in end-user driven computing that Cherbakov, et al, describe as situational applications (SAs) (Cherbakov, Bravery, & Pandya, 2007): “...situational applications describes applications built to address a particular situation, problem, or challenge. The development life cycle of these types of applications is quite different from the traditional IT-developed, SOA-based solution. SAs are usually built by casual programmers using short, iterative development life cycles that often are measured in days or weeks, not months or years.”

How is it that the end user can assemble such applications? Would it be reasonable to expect that, to arrive at a desired outcome, they could identify the components needed (from a library of hundreds or thousands), know how to assemble them, and know how to prevent the seemingly sensible assembly of components into incorrect compositions? While developers can manually craft code modules and compose them into applications, how can the less knowledgeable application end users do so, without acquiring deep knowledge of the code, interface compatibility, the rules of assembly, etc.? Mashup tools such as Yahoo Pipes (Yahoo Pipes, 2007) and IBM Damia (Altinel et al, 2007) simplify the logistics of assembling situational applications, but they are limited to a relatively small and inextensible set of components. Such tools might encode interface compatibility rules, but they provide little visibility into the sometimes subtle semantics of the components’ capabilities. We present a method of separately specifying processing goals for situational applications and the functional capabilities of the components to be used in addressing the goals. These specifications are used by composition tools that either automatically provide a near-optimal solution or support the more knowledgeable user in the formulation of such a solution. We present a means of expressing processing goals using semantic expressions (graph expressions) built using terminology from the end users’ problem domains. Descriptions of components’ capabilities are similarly expressed. This approach is supported by SAWMILL, our semantics-based automatic flow composition middleware, as first introduced in (Bouillet et al., 2007).

The general problem of application composition is extremely challenging. To address a more tractable problem space we limit our focus to those applications described as flow-based information processing applications (Morrison, 1971). Flow-based applications are component assemblies arranged in a directed acyclic graph (flow composition) of black-box components connected by data flow links. Systems like Yahoo Pipes and IBM DAMIA support the creation of data mashups as flow-based applications. Stream processing systems like System S (Jain et al., 2006) also support flow-based applications that continuously process streaming data. Acyclic workflows in service-oriented systems can also be viewed as flow-based applications, where different services exchange messages either directly or through a coordinator service (e.g., a BPEL workflow).

In this article we describe composition of flow-based applications, describe the formal model underlying the semantic descriptions and describe how these descriptions support the composition of flow-based applications. In particular, we focus on key features of the semantic model that are particularly useful in facilitating composition. These include the matching of outputs of components to input requirements of other components, modeling the propagation of certain semantic properties by components from the inputs to the outputs, and modeling the transformation of other semantic properties by the components.

OVERVIEW: COMPONENTS AND COMPOSITION

A flow-based application is modeled as a graph—or flow composition—of interconnected components, describing the flow of data from one or more external data sources, through a
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